OREGON PUBLIC LAND CORNER REPORT / RESTORATION REPORT
Tillamook County Surveyor’s Office

SECTION: 5  TOWNSHIP: 3N  RANGE: 6W

COUNTY: Tillamook

CORNER DESIGNATION:
1/4 Corner common to Sections 5 & 8

DATE: 11/17/21

(Please check one)
Condition Report Only
Restoration
X Rewitness
Unrecorded
Reset at surface
Referenced Out

Previous Rewitnesses, Restorations and Surveys, etc
Book 2, Page 387, B-2453, B-1909, A-2456, A-2891; Book 7, Page 95

Found Monument(s) and Accessories (Condition & Source):

Found a 24" x 18" x 18" stone with cross (+) scribed in top and "1/4" scribed in the north face as set by Lincoln Wilkes, GLO Surveyor in Contract No. 598. Monument lies in a mound of stone. A 1-1/2" iron pipe of unknown origin was found lying on its side in the vicinity.

Record Bearing Trees found

48° Fir stump (GLO) with remnants of healed face bears S39°E 23.4 feet to face [25.2 feet to side-center]
38° Fir stump (GLO) with visible axe work in face bears N74°E 69.3 feet to face [71.1 feet to side-center]
12° Noble Fir stump (Book 2, Page 387), rotten with visible scribing "1/4 S5 BT RS" bears N51°E 28.0 feet to side-center
14° Hemlock (Book 2, Page 387), was found rotten & down with visible scribing "S8 BT"

Monument Set (Procedures and Description):

none

Pictures of Found Monuments:

New accessories set: The found 1-1/2" iron pipe was reset at the SE corner of the stone and protrudes approximately 2 feet above ground

New Bearing Trees set:

14° Douglas Fir bears N19°E 17.2 feet; scribed "1/4 S5 BT"
13° Douglas Fir bears S66°E 11.7 feet; scribed "1/4 S8 BT"

Location & Comments: From the stone: an iron pipe with a brass cap marking the East 1/16 corner between Section 5 & Section 8 bears North 89°44'57" East 1366.85 feet

Firm / Agency
Address: Stuntzner Engineering & Forestry
2316-B Pacific Ave.
Forest Grove, OR 97116

Party Chief: Corey Woodruff, PLS

Notes:

Witnesses
John Hoshall
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